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on a positive note, the movie does add to the freddy mythos and expands a little on the character's life prior to invading the nightmares of teens. although the very brief explanation of the dream demons is a bunch of cockamamie nonsense, talalay's story, which was scripted by producer
michael de luca ('in the mouth of madness'), reminds fans that the celebrated horror icon is a child-murdering monster, allowing us a sneak-peek into his repulsive secret room in the basement. unfortunately, the possibilities within the plot feel wasted in this sixth installment and degraded

further with a conclusion that's nowhere near satisfying, let alone even respectful to freddy kruger's legacy. cameo appearances by johnny depp, roseanne barr, tom arnold and alice cooper insert some amusing humor, but the movie is only worth watching to see those small tidbits into
freddy's past. (movie rating: 2.5/5) the highlight of this film is the amazing opening birth of freddy as he's born from some gruesome goo. this is the best dream/horror movie birth of an american monster since 'alien.' some of the gore in this is a little much, but the effects are pretty good and

freddy is a cool presence. it was funny watching macaulay culkin's grandson scare the sh*t out of his daughter in this movie. the uncle in the movie is kinda annoying, but i will admit that the "monster" was well done. i have already seen this movie a few times. if you haven't, it's not a bad
time to see it. (movie rating: 5/5) a nightmare on elm street is an enjoyable slasher movie to watch. the film isn't completely scary since most of the characters are not very likable, but the dialogue is witty and the overall script is quite funny. i was pleasantly surprised by the ending, which

made for an unexpected but very intriguing ending. the dream scenes are the best part of the movie and after the birth of the killing machine, freddy's appearances don't go back to normal. i have very mixed feelings about this film. i definitely recommend it, but it has its flaws.
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the best thing about this movie is that it puts some importance on an aspect of freddy krueger's life that was forgotten by later installments. but even that is secondary to the fact that the movie provides no details on the dream demon's origin. director robert shaye takes this movie to a
whole new level of absurdity, and i mean that in an incredibly good way. i really don't mean that as a compliment. on the contrary, it doesn't help matters much that the movie's plot, adapted from an idea by new line cinema exec michael de luca, is as ridiculous as craven and sholder try to

make it seem. not only does talalay's story, which was scripted by michael de luca, not advance the plot in any way, the screenplay attempts to add some resolution to the character's tortured past, which is something that should be done. in fact, it goes so far as to make freddy more human.
but it also doesn't say a thing about how the dream demons came to be, either. instead, you're treated to a sequence of this repulsive monster blowing out candles on a birthday cake during a tv interview with an old horror host. it's a nice nod to the character, but also looks like something

that could be dreamt up in a horribly warped and twisted imagination, which is something that the movie fails to do at any point. thankfully, the movie does include some of the film's production highlights, including a decent performance from michael jai white as a young krueger.
nevertheless, there's not much to this entry other than opening and closing credits, which are both quite bland in comparison to the movie. and unfortunately, the final scenes prove to be the worst in the collection. i thought they'd have been done better with the use of 3d, though that's

probably not a possibility. (overall: 2.5/5) 5ec8ef588b
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